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Posh from Sincil Bank has been rejected by the Professional Footballers' Association in a shock move which means the club will be forced to sell the site. Posh
are looking for a buyer for their Leafy Road training ground, with a plan to sell their training base and take more of an off-site approach to training. The PFA
claim their role is protecting the interests of their 4,500-plus professional players and helped sign owners Owen Coyle and Karl Robinson to the Posh board.

Coyle said: "The PFA can close down a club or can't, but it can't prevent people from acting. "We have been looking for a stadium of our own. We were
advised this was a possibility and it was something we didn't want to miss out on. "We will have to plan for that and we will have to look at a new stadium.

We don't know where that is." Coyle admitted the move represented a bitter disappointment but said: "I don't believe I will be the last owner to lose their club
to PFA or the FA. "I have asked the PFA what action they can take and we don't have the option of taking the case to the government to appeal but they have
refused to help me out at this point." The PFA later confirmed the Posh plan had been rejected in a statement which stated: "The PFA, like all football clubs,
support the principle of ownership of stadiums, and is constantly in dialogue with clubs on ways of achieving this. "With regards to possible options for the

future of the training facilities at Weston Park, which are currently owned and leased by the club and are part of the Taylor Report negotiation and
implementation, the PFA has in recent weeks communicated to Owen Coyle that we have no ability to change this outcome. "These training facilities are

owned by Posh Sports Limited, a company owned by the Football League, and not the PFA. "The PFA, working with the Premier League, is actively working
with other clubs in the league and the Football League to ensure that this training facility continues to exist for the benefit of players and staff. "The PFA and
the League remain available to work with Posh Sports Limited and the Football League to find a suitable solution." Posh boss Coyle said the move has been a
'fairly complex' affair which began when club chairman Peter Ridsdale talked to West Ham owner David Sullivan in December. Sullivan is understood to be in

talks with fellow consortium owners The Saudi International Trading Company, and Posh officials are hoping to strike a deal in the region of £50million.
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